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Abstract

Urbanization is a set of interrelated processes: the most visible among them are changes in the built-up environment. We relate those changes to human activity as expressed by online social media messages. This approach might shed light on urban dynamics currently intractable through existing datasets and methodologies. Microwave remote sensing images are used to identify urban built-up areas and changes within those areas in an objective way, while geocoded mobile social media messages deliver valuable information about human activity and the vitality found in those areas. A time-series stack of 36 TerraSAR-X Stripmap images and roughly six million social media messages were processed, classified, and visually and quantitatively analyzed for an experiment in Shanghai. We derived four possible cases of land classification by combining the results of both sources to a single raster layer at a 400 m cell size. Quantifying these cases in a 2-by-2 confusion matrix shows positive and negative matches between built-up areas and social media messages. We see that correlation of positive matches is 72%. A combination of remotely sensed and social media data is a step towards a more granular analysis of urbanization processes than is possible from either data source alone. We put people in the picture of traditional remote sensing analysis.
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1. Introduction

Urbanization is observable in developing and developed countries. In today’s world, more than half of the Earth’s population lives in cities, The United Nations Organization World Population Report shows that >50% of the global population lives in urban areas already (United Nations Population Division, 2011). In China by 2030, one billion people are expected to be living in cities; this is far >50%. In this paper, we will focus on the urbanization process in China; in particular, on the detection of built-up areas and human activity in Shanghai (SH) using Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) data and location-based Social Media Messages (SMM), bypassing official data sources entirely, for a more objective understanding of these urbanization processes.

We argue that the combination of SAR remote sensing and location-based social media messages can enhance land classification and interpretation of urban development and human activity patterns. Remote sensing identifies urban built-up areas; social media messages are an indicator of human activity in a given area. We show that it is possible to identify ‘high’ and ‘low’ built-up areas as well as human activity patterns from each data set. Overlaying and classifying SAR and SMM results generated four possible classes/cases of land-cover.

We used a stack of TerraSAR-X images collected over Shanghai for our experiment. Microwave remote sensing is an objective (Lillesand, Kiefer, & Chipman, 2015) and deterministic (Woodhouse, 2006) imaging system; recording two images under exactly the same conditions will produce identical images, but variations occur due to system noise. Moreover, sensor selection and parameter settings for an image acquisition, such as spatial resolution or time of recording and interpretation of results are subject to human bias. One image represents a single snapshot of the current situation on the ground. A stack of images over the same area delivers a time series. Each time the satellite passes over an area of interest (AOI), it can be observed from almost the same position, creating a time series of image observations; for TerraSAR-X the repeat cycle is 11 days. Every image, therefore, has almost identical properties and thus is suitable for performing Coherence Change Detection (CCD) to monitor changes on the ground.

Microwave remote sensing is useful for identifying urban built-up areas and changes within these areas. Urban areas have buildings, roads, construction, general infrastructure, and paved ground with steel, glass concrete and stone objects. From a technical perspective, these high coherence objects appear to be phase coherent in a SAR
image pair. Because they usually do not move, these objects are considered stable. We define these as built-up areas.

Human activity, in this study, is represented by SMM with geographical coordinates and timestamps. We define human activity as the existence of social media messages (points) within a given area – a grid cell (raster). To post a message, users must interact with a mobile device that signals its current GPS location back to the social media network. This is, in essence, an indication of human activity from one individual at a geo-location. Collecting millions of messages in a municipal area gives us a more general picture of the human activity patterns across the entire city and variations within; from the center, down to small towns (zhen – 乡) and even smaller units, like the Oriental Sports Center or the Pudong International Airport in Shanghai.

Section 1 starts with a discussion of our motivation and continues with a review of the published research relevant to our study. Section 2 describes the big data sets from remote sensing and social media as well as their retrieval. The methodologies to derive and quantify the built-up area from SAR and the inference of human activity from social media messages are detailed in Section 3. Change detection within urban areas and the patterns of human activity are discussed in Section 4. This section also includes an analysis of the combined classifications of both data sets. In Section 5, we draw conclusions, address the limitations of this research, and outline our future research directions.

1.1. Motivation

The contentious socio-political context must be considered when investigating land use patterns and human activity, especially in China. Given their controversial political or commercial nature, the data documenting urbanization are often not trustworthy, reliable, inaccessible, or in many instances, they are outdated. For example, census data is not available for neighborhoods and the data that is accessible, is irrelevant to an understanding of rapidly changing urban dynamics (Taylor, 2001). The census data for the townships in the Shanghai metropolitan area consists of only 235 points (China Data Center, 2013), which is a rather coarse positional accuracy.

The motivation for this study was a need for an enhanced and timely analysis of urban processes in Chinese cities. Structural change and population dynamics as measured by two seemingly unrelated big data sources can be integrated using visual overlaying techniques and quantified through classification. A geographical analysis is possible since both data sets have the same reference system. These data can augment, or bypass traditional data sources for a reliable and less contentious source of data about Chinese cities and complex urban processes.

Microwave remote sensing is a weather and daylight independent image acquisition system. It can provide time-series image stacks that are particularly suitable for detecting and identifying small and large-scale changes in the built environment. Due to its relative independence from atmospheric distortions, SAR delivers more stable time-series imagery than optical imagery. This capacity to create consistent time-series images irrespective of cloud coverage is a major advantage of SAR imagery when the goal is to detect urban change happening over short time intervals (weeks). SAR is an objective and independent system. Thus, determining a built-up urban footprint or the building density become purely technical questions rather than issues influenced by political or commercial interests. SAR or any other space-borne remote sensing imagery, however, does not provide information about direct human activity. People are not visible or classifiable in an image unless the resolution is very high or taken from an air-borne sensor.

Social media messages are a readily available and timely means to quantify and measure human activity particularly A point cloud, gathered from a location-based social media network is one possible data source useful for discerning human activity in a small area. This social media activity might or might not be directly linked to changes in the built-up environment.

The development of built-up spaces and human activity are not always congruent and simultaneous. This leaves uncertainties when only looking at remote sensing data that can be used to classify an area as urban by just looking at built-up structures ignoring the fact that something becomes urban with the presence of people. Patterns arise that are concurrent, shifted in time or never overlapping as shown in Table 1. Example: An area can have a high degree of urbanization on the structural level, but people are not living there leaving the environment in a state similar to a ‘ghost town’.

Social media messages give us a representation or albeit a limited, picture of human activity occurring on the ground and can augment the view from satellite cameras or remote sensing devices. Social media is partial and limited, leaving large areas of uncertainty. We are restricted to people from a society with a strong technological orientation who also use Sina Weibo on a mobile device with the reception of location information. This allows us to capture human activity at any time of the day for a single individual. We are focused on human activities as measured by messages on social media per area unit, not in the exact number of people per area unit. The issue we address are urban processes occurring at two scales, change occurring in the larger built environment and the activity patterns represented by aggregated SMM from individuals.

1.2. Literature review

This study is a contribution and a tool for urban planners and designers as well as scientists dealing with spatial information from various sources to observe urban processes. The literature that has been reviewed comes from two major fields of research: a) urbanization as seen from space (remote sensing) and b) urban processes such as human activity (inferred from social media). An approach that fuses both research fields directly was published in Liu et al. (2015). The author describes the similarities of representation and analysis of remote sensing imagery and data gathered from human activity (taxi trajectories and check-in data from social media) and calls this type of research social sensing.

1.2.1. Remote sensing

Remote sensing plays an important role in China’s urban planning process (Esch, Taubenbock, Felbier, Heldens, Wiesner & Dech, 2012; Xiao & Zhan, 2009). There have been studies on the subject of urban change using satellite data from microwave sensors (Liu & Yamazaki, 2011) to detect urban changes using amplitude (Boldt & Schulz, 2012)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Basic schema for visual classification: Density of built-up and density of social media messages lead to four possible cases.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social Media Messages</strong></td>
<td><strong>Built-up area</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>Case 3: e.g. industrial area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>Case 4: e.g. agricultural land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>high</td>
<td>Case 1: e.g. CBD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>low</td>
<td>Case 2: e.g. a park</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and phase (Chi, Sun, & Ling, 2009; He & He, 2009) information assisted by optical data. Detecting changes in land subsidence and building height at the millimeter and meter levels are discussed in Brunner, Lemoine, Bruzzone, and Greidanus (2010), Perissin and Wang (2011). They describe specific applications for urban areas whereas others are basically interested in the two-dimensional extent of an urbanized area for further applications (Jin, Kessomkiat, & Pereira, 2011). Research to identify urban areas with InSAR, not only in 2D but also in height (buildings) was demonstrated in Brunner et al., (2010) and might be of value in our approach.

In a broader context of urbanization and population estimation studies, SAR systems are frequently used to identify human settlements, as in Esch et al. (2013), Esch, Taubenböck, Roth, Heldens, Felbier, Thiel, et al. (2012) and Yifang, Alexander, and Gamba (2013). Satellite data capturing night-time lights is used for population estimation, this approach with DMSP OLS is described in Sutton, Roberts, Elvidge, and Baugh (2010), Li and Li (2014) and Huang, Yang, Gao, Yang, and Zhao (2014). Nighttime lights are an indirect measurement as they cannot be linked to individual behaviors. However, in our study, we are not estimating population with social media. Instead, we use social media data to infer human activity thus adding richness to remotely sensed imagery.

1.2.2. Social sensors

Social sensor datasets include taxi trajectories within urban areas (Ding, Fan, & Meng, 2015; Liu, Wang, Xiao, & Gao, 2012), and social media check-in data (Liu, Sui, Kang, & Gao, 2014) between cities. The most popular dataset, however, seems to be mobile phone/cellular phone call data as shown in Calabrese, Colonna, Lovisolo, Parata, and Ratti (2010), Calabrese, Diao, Di Lorenzo, Ferreira, and Ratti (2013), Candia et al. (2008), Gao (2015), Kang, Sobolevsky, Liu, and Ratti (2013), Liu et al. (2012), Louail et al. (2014), Reades, Calabrese, Sevtsuk, and Ratti (2007), and Reades, Calabrese, and Ratti (2009). Individuals often do not voluntarily share mobile phone data, and it is difficult to obtain this kind of data from network providers. Social media data is a form of Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI), where citizens act as sensors (Goodchild, 2007). We believe that this data – voluntarily shared by a subset of the population – can indicate human activity patterns in a way similar to cell phone usage, see Calabrese et al. (2010) and references above.

Exploration of the semantic content in social media is an active area of research, to identify places, narratives, and functions of an urban area as presented in Crooks et al. (2015), Jenkins, Croitoru, Crooks, and Stefanidis (2016), and Lansley and Longley (2016). Social network data can deliver information on many different topics e.g. bullying (Carter, 2013), health related issues (Guo & Goh, 2014; Widener & Li, 2014), word of mouth studies (Rui, Liu, & Whinston, 2013), emergency locations (Ao, Zhang, & Cao, 2014), military operations (Kase, Bowman, Al Amin, & Abdelzaher, 2014), and social activity hotspots (Stefanidis, Crooks, & Radzikowski, 2013). This research is only of marginal relevance to our work but illustrates the breadth and depth of information that can be extracted from social media. We, however, are not analyzing the content or the semantic meaning of a message text, but rather consider only the geo-location of a message to enhance and augment traditional remote sensing for urban change monitoring.

1.2.3. Limitations and possibilities of social sensing

Ruths and Pfeffer (2014) show issues that have to be addressed by researchers when dealing with big social media data sets. In 2009, Google started the Google Flu Trends (GFT) project utilizing a prediction algorithm and big social media data; a black box for social media data yielding inaccurate predictive results not subject to scrutiny or replication (Lazer, Kennedy, King, & Vespignani, 2014). Other papers highlight the pitfalls and difficulties of social media big data (Cohen & Ruths, 2013; Tufekci, 2014): Dominance of one network alone instead of comparing with other networks (Chen et al., 2011), not considering the user sampling bias or not surveying the network (Fu & Chau, 2013) or semantic searches by e.g. ‘hashtags’. Neglecting these could lead to false interpretations.

According to Broniatowski, Paul, and Dredze (2014) however, big data from social media (e.g. Twitter) can be used for analysis because replication, filtering, and inherent system biases can be overcome when these data sets are openly accessible (e.g. API) and researchers are clear about the limitations (Ruths & Pfeffer, 2014) of these data. These limitations lie within the flawed nature of social media data; therefore, it is necessary to reduce biases during the collection and methodological handling. Quantifying population biases, comparing between two networks or the same network at different times might mitigate these flaws according to a list in Ruths and Pfeffer (2014).

A user has to employ a GPS enabled device and use the Sina Weibo application for Android or iOS to embed location information as GPS coordinates in the metadata of the message. The web interface does not have the option to attach GPS coordinates; a user must spell out the name of the place in the message text e.g. ‘Shanghai’, ‘the Bund’ to represent their location. This kind of location information could only be harvested through a semantic search as suggested in Burton, Tanner, Giraud-Carrier, West, and Barnes (2012). The API request nearby_timeline(), that we used only returns messages with a GPS coordinate pair in decimal degrees (with five decimal places).

2. Experimental data sets for the Shanghai study area

The initial data set in our study was a stack of 36 single look complex (SLC) TerraSAR-X Stripmap images with a wavelength of 3.1 cm in VV polarization covering the center and surrounding areas of Shanghai. The image stack was collected from 2008 to October 2012.

The social media network data was harvested from Sina Weibo, similar to Twitter (Chen et al., 2011). This web-based network has an asymmetric user structure (i.e. every user can follow anyone else without establishing a mutual friendship connection) and includes location information. Sina Weibo is used on both stationary and mobile devices with GPS. A user can activate a feature to attach geographical coordinates to messages. This is an opt-in option. For our experiments, only messages with geographical coordinates attached were used. Similar to Twitter, Flickr, and Instagram, Sina Weibo users can follow each other to share public and private content such as text and pictures. All messages were downloaded free of charge through an open API (Application Programming Interface) that can be accessed after creating a profile on Sina Weibo.

A study by Fu and Chau (2013) discusses Sina Weibo network usage statistics; in an analysis of a random sample of ~30,000 users, they found that most profiles are actually empty and without message content. Sina Weibo users are concentrated in areas along the southeast coast, Beijing and Tibet, as shown in Fu and Chau (2013). About 13% of the users in this sample produced one message per week, while 4.8% of all users produced 80% of the content. Thus, the more followers someone has the more likely they produce original content. The limitations raised by Ruths and Pfeffer (2014) also apply to our data set. A) Biases are introduced by the Sina Weibo platform itself. These include the filtering of ‘old’ messages and the preference of messages from so-called VIP-users. We have no information how these algorithms work. B) At this point we also have no knowledge about who is using the network (e.g. gender ratio and age), and if/how their behavior in the ‘online world’ differs from the ‘offline world’ (Zook & Poorthuis, 2014). The collected message points are not a representation of the network or the population; inferring the true population information for an area is intractable at this point. C) Repeatability: Due to the limitations mentioned in a) an identical data set could most likely not be reproduced, but a similar data set could be generated using the method described in this paper.

A drawback of the presented approach is due to the non-concurrency of the remote sensing imagery and the social media messages.
The time gap between both datasets is two years, which leads to two
possible scenarios: a) An area that is identified as built-up may be un-
dergoing development (less stable coherence signature, see Chapter 3.1)
by the time of message collection or b) a construction (again less
stable coherence signature) was detected at the time of image acquisi-
tion, but was actually finalized by the time of SBAS collection.

The errors that arise from the non-concurrence are unfortunately
not avoidable with the current data. While it would be preferable to
have data that covers the same period, the introduced uncertainties in
the combined and aggregated dataset have to be mentioned and accept-
ed. Changes in the built-up environment have certainly occurred,
but are not detected due to the lack of data. The population grew
from 23,804,300 (14,269,300 SH residents) in 2012 to 24,256,800
(14,386,900 SH residents) in 2014; a 1.9% (0.8% SH residents) increase
(Shanghai Bureau of Statistics, 2015, chap. 2.1). This may result in differ-
ent population patterns that do not fit the built-up information of 2012
detected by SAR imagery. The error that is present in the final result is
due to built-up information from 2012 and human activity information
from 2014.

3. Methodology

The methodology is split up in two (independent) processes, the
generation of coherence images to identify built-up, and the gridding
of Social Media Message (SMM) points into a raster that shows areas
of human activity. The results are combined into a single layer. The pro-
cess flow is outlined in Fig. 1 and explained in the following sections.
The time series stack of SAR images is processed using a Small Baseline
Subset (SBAS) approach, not Single Master (SM), see Section 3.1 below.
From these images, a selection is averaged over time and space. The
result can be a single image or a time series of multiple images, which
are then classified by applying a threshold of coherence >0.5. Social
media messages processing is done separately. It starts with the collect-
ion of the messages, which is a process in itself. Each message resem-
bles a point, which has a number of attributes. For each squared grid
cell, the count of messages within this area is stored (gridding). As de-
scribed in Section 3.2 this human activity layer is then classified before
it is combined with the results from the built-up area classification
(see Section 3.3).

3.1. Deriving built-up areas from SAR coherence

Urban areas are often characterized by concrete structures and
buildings with less water and vegetation. High buildings cause layover
and shadow effects, especially in dense urban areas that make the sepa-
oration of objects difficult or impossible. Built-up areas appear with
higher intensity backscatter and a stable phase attitude. The condition
for a stable phase attitude is that the entire built-up object is not moving
in any direction. Phase stability is also termed phase coherence. Phase
stability measurement can provide an indication whether the land is
covered with buildings and man-made structures or not.

The words coherence and correlation are used interchangeably in
the context of this paper. Decorrelation is caused by the relative phase
difference in the distance between two observations – different phase
angles. The following is a list of possible reasons for phase decorrelation.

- Phase decorrelation due to atmospheric effects. The atmosphere and
  especially the water vapor in the lower atmosphere can cause a
  phase delay (Wadge, 2002).
- Phase delay due to ionospheric effects (Xu, Wu, & Wu, 2004).
- If the ground is subsiding/raising or moving in any way in relation to
  the line of sight to the satellite, then the distance changes and the
  phase becomes incoherent:
  - Long term (years) changes like ground subsidence caused by e.g. ex-
    traction of groundwater, petrol or slow-moving landslides.
  - Short term (seconds/min) changes such ruptures occurring as a re-
    sult of e.g. earthquakes.
- Variations in the water content/humidity of soil/earth
- Vegetation and water are incoherent due to constant influence by wind
- The observed phase is also influenced by the satellite system itself,
  more precisely the temporal (B_{temp}) and perpendicular (B_{perp}) baselines
  between two observations. If one or both baselines are too
  large than the phase decorrelates.

Construction sides appear incoherent. This is a very important attri-
bute when it comes to change detection within urban areas. Three pos-
sible scenarios can easily be identified in SAR coherence change
detection:

a) The land is covered with vegetation such as agriculture and is con-
verted to a built-up environment. Here we see a change from inco-
herence towards high coherence.

b) The land is covered with buildings that are destroyed to make space
  for new constructions. This appears coherent in the image with a
time period of incoherence in between.

c) From buildings to vegetation: This process is also observable when
  urban land is transformed to forest.

These cases are a strong generalization and ignore the situation
when naturally stable land (such as rocks) is changed to built-up area.

From all available input images, we combined those with a temporal
baseline (B_{temp}) of < 180 days and a perpendicular baseline (B_{perp}) of
< 150 m – similar to an SBAS approach. With these settings, we created
109 coherence images out of 36 SLC images. A longer time separation would lead to too much temporal decorrelation. The phase coherence is also affected by the orbit separation; therefore, we exclude pairs with perpendicular baselines of > 150 m.

All combinations are processed to ten mean coherence images (adding 10 to 14 subsequent images together). This gives a stack with ten bands where each band resembles a certain timeframe. Three bands of this stack are visualized in an RGB composite. Color coding coherence measurements at different times in a single RGB composite makes it easier to detected and understand changes (see Chapter 4.1 Fig. 3).

3.2. Human activity inferred from social media messages

In this study, we demonstrate a method to derive and quantify human activity in urban areas. There are many ways to count the population within a city district, such as census information but this information is collected for a different purpose and not available to us and only represents a snapshot in time. Social media messages, however, when sent from mobile devices with geographical coordinates added, delivers accurate time and location information.

We define human activity as a message that is sent through the Sina Weibo application with Meta information about time and location attached (the timestamp is precise to milliseconds, set by the Sina Weibo system, and cannot be altered). Due to the nature of the exploited API request, it is highly likely that the message has been generated using a mobile device. There is no option to infer the current activity without a semantic analysis of the message content, human activity is a geographic point sent by a user identification number with a timestamp.

All received messages are pre-filtered to avoid suspicious user accounts with: a) users with an average of 20 messages per day, b) users that have 26 weeks (half year) with > 60 messages, and c) only one message in the profile at all (those accounts are probably only created to sell followers). These restrictions are set based on the distribution of messages per account – a sharp decline of the number of messages is noticeable. An additional filter only selects messages from users that entered in their profile information, that they reside in Shanghai, and sent messages between January and June 2014. Only Monthly Active Users (MAU) were included; users with at least one message per month. This left a total set of 3,629,865 message points for the Shanghai municipal area.

We used the query `nearby timeline()` (Sina Weibo, 2014), a spatial query, with a center coordinate and a search radius of up to 11,132 m. This query only returns messages with GPS coordinates in decimal degrees. Further possible query options include the definition of a
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Fig. 2. Each query uses a center coordinate and a search radius to collect the message; in this schematic map a center and its area are shown as hexagons. The hexagons are used for internal statistics during the message collection process.
timeframe; the system will only return messages sent in that period. We harvested messages that cover the area of Shanghai from January to June 2014 using 38 center coordinates. The 5.8 million geocoded messages collected include 36 attributes and are stored in a MySQL database. Fig. 2 shows the center coordinates and their area (visualized as hexagons) for the queries. The hexagons cover the entire area of Shanghai; the red squares represent the processed SAR coherence image stacks.

An excerpt of the C# code to call this API request is shown below. The returned result is a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) string. This string has to be parsed and parameterized before it is sent to the database. The parameters are the geographical latitude and longitude coordinates and time stamps in UNIX time.

```csharp
2: new WeiboParameters("lat", '31.150938'), // Latitude
3: new WeiboParameter("long", '121.752096'), // Longitude
4: new WeiboParameter("range", '11000'), // maximum radius
5: new WeiboParameter("starttime", '1388534400'), // Starttime (UNIX)
6: new WeiboParameter("endtime", '1404172800'), // Endtime (UNIX)
7: new WeiboParameter("sort", false), // sort
8: new WeiboParameter("count", '50'), // max. number of records returned
9: new WeiboParameter("page", '1'), // pages
10: new WeiboParameter("base_app", false), // API variable
11: new WeiboParameter("offset", false)); // API variable
```

### 3.3. Establishing common ground

Both data sets are independent and independently processed, but they do have a common spatial reference system. This common spatial reference allows us to superimpose the data sets. These layers are represented as rasters with the same coverage when the message points are aggregated to a grid. An overlay reveals urban dynamics such as long-term changes in the built-up development as well as human activity within or outside these areas.

We regard urban dynamics as the combination of processes of structural change and human activity. This is illustrated in Table 1: If an area is dominated by built-up structures and we detect a large volume of SMM, then this intensely used built up area will be classified/categorized as case one, and could potentially be a central business district or a shopping area with malls or other attractions. An area with less built-up density, few to no buildings and a large volume of SMM, classified/categorized as case 2, might indicate a park like area. However, if only the number of recorded SMM drops and not the built-up density, we may have identified an industrial area, case 3. The absence of infrastructure and a low volume of SMM, case 4, might indicate agricultural or forested land. Here we are not attempting to classify land use patterns, the examples stated above and in Table 1 are suggested possibilities and are not to be determined with this method.

To quantify and extend a visual interpretation of this data, we resampled and classified both rasters. Both data sets have a common spatial reference, representing a 2-dimensional area. We established unity by aggregating both data sets to square cells with an edge length of 400 m. A

---

**Fig. 3.** RGB Color composition of coherence change detection in Shanghai. Band 1 is red and resembles the period in spring 2009, Band 2 is green and constitutes the time of end 2009 to end 2011 and Band 3 is blue for 2012. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
threshold of 0.5 was applied to the coherence layer to derive two classes of built-up or non-built-up areas (0/1). The volume of social media messages per cell was used to classify them as either human activity or not active areas (0/1), by applying a threshold of six messages per 180 days per hectare. This threshold is established as a correspondence to 'monthly active users.' Four possible classes are derived as shown in Table 1. With this basic binary classification, we can identify areas that are

- built-up with human activity (1, 1),
- not built-up and have no human activity (0, 0),
- built-up without human activity (1, 0), and
- not built-up with human activity (0, 1).

To identify if there is scale dependence we iterate different coherence thresholds [0.40, 0.425, 0.45, 0.475, 0.5, 0.525, 0.55, 0.575 and 0.6] against different message counts (1 to 40 messages per hectare per 180 days) for various grid cell sizes of [100, 200, 250, 400, 500, 800, 1000, 1600, 2000] meters. The 400 m cell size has been selected because it delivers the highest matching for a coherence threshold of 0.5 (best classification of built-up) and a reference number of 6 message per hectare per 180 days (similarly to monthly active users).

Built-up areas represented as a raster layer and social media messages represented as a point cloud cannot be directly compared. When both data sets are represented as raster grids at the same resolution, they can be evaluated for patterns of correlation and spatial autocorrelation between built-up and human activity areas.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Urban infrastructure change detection

The principle result of the analysis of 36 SLC images is urban land cover change detection for two areas in Shanghai. Fig. 3 shows the first area in the center of Shanghai, generated by combining three mean coherence images to an RGB composite. Color-coding makes the changes over time apparent. Dark areas in an image indicate incoherence. The HuangPu river that runs through the scene, for example, is dark because it is in motion and unstable in comparison to the wavelength of the sensor. Also in Fig. 3, we can see bright patches and strips in the Shanghai Pudong area. Those are high-rise buildings, built before 2009. They show up as white because no change happened to these structures. No change means that no changes on the facade occurred and the building itself did not move. However, there are also blue color pixels visible within this area that indicates change over time.

The blue color code was assigned to band 3, which represents the year 2012. High coherence in this year is depicted in blue for the whole image. The interpretation is that this building was constructed right before, or the scaffolding was removed, in 2012. This is also true for the large blue area in the center of the scene. This is the old world exhibition area of 2010. The construction of the pavilions ended in early 2010. Today this area is unused. Changes like this can also be seen along the middle ring road, in Jiyang and the Oriental Sports Center which was constructed between late 2008 and late 2010 (Fédération internationale de natation, 2010).
Changes in the infrastructure and built-up environment are due to long-term human activity but do not indicate the status of these areas; if they are accepted and used by people or not. The color composite image in Fig. 3 is a visualization of built-up structural changes.

4.2. Concentration and patterns of human activity

The gridded social media messages appear as a raster of 2417 columns and 3115 rows, with each cell representing the number of messages counted in that specific squared area of 50 m, Fig. 4. This representation is purely for qualitative purposes and serves as an illustration that shows message point densities. The cells with zero message counts within half a year are transparent in this figure. The maximum count of messages within half a year for a single cell is 53,000 messages. We selected a color grading system that approximately doubles each class in size until 180 messages are reached; indicating that on average, at least one message was sent from this particular area every day during the half-year observation period.

Gridding and color grading a sample of ~3.6 million messages reveal patterns in the distribution of messages with one major message cluster at the center of Shanghai. This area contains popular shopping streets such as Nanjing road, the business district, and the Bund. On the other side of the river is Pudong with its high-rise buildings and dense built-up environment. These areas have cells with far > 180 messages in six months and are color coded in red.

Moving away from the center, there are agglomerations of messages in the suburbs and towns of Antingzhen, Qingpu, Songjiang, Wijingzhen, Pujiangzhen, Fengxian, Luchaogangzhen and Huinanzhen, ‘Zhen’ (镇) is translated as town/small town and the smallest administrative unit in China. This suggests that the presence of a built-up area is associated with sent and received messages. If there are messages then this area is probably an urban built-up environment, a plausible correlation.

Looking at the areas that are non-urban such as water bodies and agricultural land; messages sent from these areas are rare and spread out. We see the message sent from ships along the river in the center of Shanghai. Those are most likely from ferries on the river.

4.3. Visually combining urban built-up change and human activity patterns

In the previous section, we have established that social media messages - as an indicator of human activity - appear in agglomerations likely within urban areas. Urban areas with high coherence such as the center of Shanghai, with its high buildings, show a high number of SMM. Built-up density seems to be correlated with human activity.

Figure 5 shows side-by-side views of the area around the 2010 World Exhibition site in Shanghai. On the left is a built-up change detection composition image. On the right, the same area is shown with an SMM grid cells with 12 or fewer messages within half a year of observation; for visualization purposes, were made transparent. The blue color in the change detection composition image indicates that change stopped in 2012. Red in the layer for social media messages means a high number of messages. In Pudong and the center of Shanghai, the number of messages often

![Shanghai: Comparison of SAR coherence composition and overlayed social media messages](image-url)

**Fig. 5.** Side by side, comparison of built-up detection (left) and same image superimposed with SMM (right). (For interpretation of the references to color in the figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
reaches 180 and more. The grid cell with the highest number of recorded messages is also in this area.

The selected subset area of Fig. 5 reveals that today the EXPO area is a brownfield, ‘ghost town like’ area along the river. Indications for this statement are a) except for the river and the park around the Oriental sports center the entire frame appears bright in the coherence composition image. This means a complete coverage of built-up structures, and b) Variations in the SMM density indicate that human activity does not happen uniformly over the same built-up area. Especially the bright blue area of the ex 2010 World exhibition site experiences no messages but is surrounded by higher SMM density.

This discovery is important for two reasons: First, there is a sharp edge in message density following the northern edge of the EXPO area. Second, south of the area we see an increased number of messages that is embedded in a built-up environment and more or less surrounded by SMM. The same is true for the Oriental Sports Center. However, we also see a decrease of SMM from the city center. Both data sets, unfortunately, do not cover exactly the same period.

Fig. 6 demonstrates a case where built-up matches human activity inferred from SMM, showing the direct overlay for the towns of Pujiangzhen und Wujiangzhen south of the city center. The overlay with SMM fits very well to the built-up area below it. These two small towns (zhen) are examples of urban areas fully covered with human activity.

Special cases are the Shanghai Pudong International Airport as visible in Fig. 4 and Fig. 7. Messages are centered on the terminal buildings with only a few messages collected from the airfield. A number of messages are concentrated in the area between the two opposing terminals and runways. People transiting through the airport are sending messages about their travels, thus higher message density in these areas.

The overall result is that we can visually see that there might be a correlation between built-up and density of SMM.

4.4. Quantifying what we see

Quantitative evaluation of the method described in Section 3.3 results in a 72.50% overall matching between urban and social media messages for 400 m cells, a coherence threshold of 0.5 and a reference message count of six per 1 ha per 180 days, see Fig. 8, using the mean of the four most recent coherence images for matching. A visual comparison of our results to satellite images (as ground truth) reveals that a coherence threshold of 0.5 represents built-up areas very well, but with a slight underestimation. Six SMMs per half year for 1 ha are a suitable correspondence to the measurement of monthly active users – an average of one message per month. This overall match is scale dependent, e.g. if the cell size is increased to 2000 m and the coherence threshold to 0.55 and the number of messages per reference area to 40, then the match increases to 90.443%. At this larger level of aggregation, only the areas with high message density are taken at the core of the city. This classifies a much smaller area in the city center as built-up areas and human activity and the surrounding areas remain in the case 4 class. This granularity neglects variation within built-up areas and requires a lower coherence threshold, thus increased matching occurs with increased cell size.

A 2-by-2 contingency table (Table 2) shows the distribution of matches and mismatches, an analysis of the 9753 400 m cells indicates...
that 36.5% (3560) of the area is comprised of built-up areas; 68.85% (1510) of this area also experiences human activity given the volume of SMM. Additionally, 39.08% of all SMM was identified to be in non-built-up areas. We recorded the existence of built-up (1) and SMM (1) areas as well as areas of no built-up (0) and SMM (0). A Chi-square test at significance level $\alpha$ of 0.05 gives a p-value of $< 0.001$. Therefore, we can infer that there is a correlation between built-up areas and human activity.

**Fig. 7.** Social media messages of Sina Weibo at the Pudong International Airport in Shanghai. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

**Fig. 8.** The coherence image (left) shows areas of high coherence in white and low coherence in black. The map to the right is the binary classification of the image at a coherence threshold of 0.5; areas over this threshold are colored in blue. The Classification of social media messages is shown in the third frame at a threshold of 96 messages per 180 days per 400 m grid cells, colored in red. Derived from these two classifications is combination result of all four cases (see Table 2 and Fig. 9 as well) which is illustrated in the last frame, where blue (case 1) represents high built-up and high SMM, green (case 2) low built-up but high SMM, red (case 3) high built-up but low SMM, and yellow (case 4) low built-up and low SMM. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Complex (red) in the north of the city. The last row is an overview map; east with human activity (green). The third row (C) shows an industrial without human activity (yellow); the same park area extends to the right in the center of the frame is the Oriental

We conclude that both data sets have an inherent, non-random spatial correlation. The degree of and human activity are clustered, and pattern of positive spatial auto-
tered. Completely dispersed built-up areas and human activity. The green color denotes areas that are non-built-up areas but with human activity. There is ferry traffic between the sides of the river and tourist boats along it; people might take the opportunity when moving on or by the water to take pictures or post messages on Weibo. The second Extent (B) is a little further upstream, the river is classified as a non-built-up area without human activity (yellow). Right in the center of the frame is the Oriental Sports Center (three blue squares) with a park on the west side without human activity (yellow); the same park area extends to the east with human activity (green). The third row (C) shows an industrial complex (red) in the north of the city. The last row is an overview map; all classifications areas are comparable to the satellite image seen on the left.

From the examples in Fig. 9 we can see that the extracted built-up information from remote sensing as well as the human activity information from social media data are not randomly spread, but rather clustered. Completely dispersed built-up areas and human activity data would result in a checkerboard-like appearance. The spatial pattern, however, shows areas of both high and low values of built-up areas and human activity are clustered, and pattern of positive spatial auto-correlation. The degree of ‘clusteredness’/grouping of values can be expressed as a Moran’s I value. The range of this value extends from −1 (dispersed) to 1 (clustered). For our built-up areas classification scheme, a Moran’s I value of 0.475 (p-value: 0.0001) at 400 m cell size was obtained. Built-up areas appear as clusters regardless of size or location. Human activity is also clustered, SMM are not randomly dispersed over the entire AOI but appear in groups and patches. This visual observation is supported by a Moran’s I of 0.648 (p-value: 0.0001) for the same image extent as the built-up areas classification. We conclude that both data sets have an inherent, non-random spatial clustering pattern, conforming to our expectations. This pattern is scale dependent since built-up areas were classified into two discrete classes thus decreasing clustering. The clustering of SMM increases when classified into two discrete classes at 400 m while unclassified SMM show the highest degree of dispersion.

5. Conclusion

We have demonstrated an approach to achieve enhanced urban analysis by combining data from remote sensing and social media. We have shown the basic processing flow to generate coherence composition images to visualize changes in the built-up environment. Human activity was derived from social media messages which were gridded into 50 m cells and superimposed on top of the coherence images. To quantify the results, we aggregated and classified the results from remote sensing and social media into a combined layer at 400 m cell size to show the correlation of built-up environment and human activity. The proposed approach provides an enhanced interpretation of urban dynamics.

A simplified guideline for classifying areas is shown in the 2-by-2 matrix in Table 1 while the classification results are shown in Table 2. We found it possible to identify four different classes by looking at the built-up and social media message density. We found that the existence of human activity expressed by social media messages correlates with urban built-up areas. Fig. 9, is our core finding, showing the four classes of areas derived from the combined layer. Pudong as the business district of Shanghai has a high density of social media messages. The Oriental Sports Centre is an example of a single building complex, with both a high density of built-up and high human activity, while the surrounding areas have low built-up and low human activity.

We used these data sets because they are readily accessible. The social media messages from Sina Weibo are a rich source of information, with a significant market share and widely used across China. However, there is a set of limitation that are mentioned in Section 1.2 and in the science article (Ruths & Pfeffer, 2014). Example we do not know who is using the network and what percentage of the actually human activity in that area the SMM resemble. Only people with mobile devices are considered. From those, only users that have this application installed and use it at least monthly are considered. Additionally, only downloadable messages via the open API are included in our experiment – the biases introduced by Sina Weibo are unclear, too. The assumption is that younger and middle-aged people most likely are active on this platform. However, our premise was to detect instant human activity by taking a subset of the population. We did not attempt to estimate population. Human activity for an entire municipal area can be visualized and statements about activity patterns and certain neighborhoods can be made.

Other limitations that cannot be changed are the positioning accuracy of the mobile devices and we cannot say with 100% certainty, that we collected all the messages sent during the observation period with our search algorithm. Built-up density estimation with coherence images poses the problem of inconsistencies due to layover and shadow effects from high-rise buildings. However, because we are working on aggregated, lower resolution data, we believe that these limitations are not significant for our analysis. The positioning accuracy of SMM is already an improvement over census data, and a sample size of 3.8 million messages in a 24 million people city might be considered as indicative of human activity.

The non-concurrence of the two datasets, built-up information from 2012 and human activity information from 2014, results in errors and ambiguities. The population grew by 1.9% and the built-up environment certainly changed in the two-year gap between the datasets. While it would be desirable to have data that covers the same timespan the introduced uncertainties cannot be evaded with the data at hand.

Future work will focus on aspects that can be changed to improve the results. First, we aspire to get two data sets that definitely cover the same time period and area. This will allow us to perform a time series not only for the built-up information derived from SAR but also to make the human activity layer time sensitive to show urban dynamics of e.g. newly constructed neighborhoods. Microwave remote sensing images deliver a very suitable source of data to delineate urban areas. Using multiple – a time series stack – of images allows the identification
Fig. 9. Subsets of the classification: Blue: Built-up areas and human activity detected, Red: Built-up areas detected but no human activity detected, Green: No built-up areas detected but human activity and Yellow: No built-up areas or human activity detected. A: The very center of Shanghai with the Pudong business district, B: The Oriental Sports Center (covered by 3 blue squares) its’ surrounding park and the HuangPu river, C: An industrial area (marked with red cells) in the northern part of the city. At the bottom is an overview map (top square = C, middle = A and bottom = B). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)


